The 2016 Escoffier High School Student Recipe Scholarship Competition

Contest Rules

Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts presents the 2016 Escoffier High School Student Recipe Scholarship Competition! Contestants will have the opportunity to compete for 40 scholarships totaling $40,000!

Competition Details -

This contest is open to any High School Senior who is interested in pastry or culinary arts. Twenty winning recipes at each campus (10 culinary and 10 baking & pastry) will be selected by a panel of experienced chefs and educators. Each contestant may submit only one original signature dish recipe. The top 10 signature dish recipes in each category at each campus will win a $1,000 scholarship to attend either Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts in Austin, Texas or Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts in Boulder, Colorado.

Recipe Competition Theme -

The 2016 Escoffier High School Student Recipe Scholarship Competition encourages participants to create a signature dish recipe and upload two photos (different angles) of each completed dish to their Facebook page. Contestants will then "tag" Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts in their photos to qualify. Contestants will also be asked to share their inspiration for each recipe submitted.
Who’s Eligible -

1. All High School Seniors who are interested in pastry or culinary arts.

Recipe Requirements -

1. Each recipe must be original, and created and owned exclusively by the contestant submitting the recipe.

2. Each recipe must reflect a complete *signature* dish recipe.

How to Enter -

To enter, you will first need to visit [www.escoffier.edu](http://www.escoffier.edu) to download an entry form:

1. Contestants will be required to email their signature dish recipe along with **two photos (different angles)** to their prospective campus of either Austin, TX or Boulder, CO.
   - Austin, TX Campus: admissionsaustin@escoffier.edu
   - Boulder, CO Campus: admissionsboulder@escoffier.edu

2. Contestants must then upload their photo onto their personal Facebook page and tag “Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts” to qualify.

3. By submitting a *signature* dish recipe, each contestant agrees to the competition rules and agrees to be bound by the decisions of the judges, which will be final.

4. Deadline for entry is **April 1, 2016**.

Recipe Judging:

A team of credentialed Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts Chef Instructors will evaluate all *signature* dish recipe entries. All contest winners will be determined by judging all qualifying entrants’ submissions based on the following criteria:

1. Creativity 25%
2. Originality 25%
3. Visual Appeal 25%
4. Facebook Likes 25%
Scholarship Winners:

All scholarship winners will be announced on April 15, 2016. Scholarship winners will be notified by telephone. If the contestant is not available by telephone, Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts will attempt to reach the contestant by email.

Rights in Submissions:

By entering a recipe in the Escoffier High School Student Recipe Scholarship Competition, each entrant hereby grants to Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts or its designee a license to use or publish without any further right of approval by or compensation to the entrant.

*Scholarships are applied to a student’s account over the course of a student’s time in school.
2016 Escoffier High School Student Recipe Scholarship Competition Entry Form

NAME:__________________________________________________  DATE:__________________________

FIRST MIDDLE LAST

ADDRESS:_______________________________________________________________________________

CITY:___________________________________ STATE:___________ZIP:___________________________

PHONE:(        )_________________________ALT PHONE: (          )_______________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________________________

HIGH SCHOOL NAME:_______________________HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION YEAR: _______

DESIRED CAMPUS (CIRCLE ONE):             AUSTIN, TX
                                          BOULDER, CO

Applicants must meet and agree with the following qualifications listed in the above contest rules.

For more information about our graduation rates, the median debt of students who completed the program, and other important information, please visit www.escoffier.edu/disclosures.